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CONFERENCE OVERVIEW

5TH INTERNATIONAL CONFERENCE

SUBSTRUCTURES
FOR UK OFFSHORE WIND
WHY SHOULD YOU ATTEND?
Optimize ideas and concepts of the design processes by considering
geotechnical modelling and analysis
Explore advanced solutions in installation technology that could
reduce negative environmental impact and control cost while
scrutinizing new approaches to reduce operation expenses
Discover the latest substructure solutions your peers are adopting for
their latest projects and what associated benefits to anticipate when
sourcing substructure foundation concepts: floating gravity bases,
jackets, suction buckets and beyond
Join in on the discussion about new and ever evolving developments
in connections addressing joints, wedges, flanges, welds and bolts

INTERACTIVE CONFERENCE ELEMENTS
Speed Networking | Maximise your networking outcome at this
event by participating in these fast-paced 1-to-1 meetings. Get
to know the other attendees and exchange your business
cards.
Panel Discussion | Steer this interactive panel discussion with
your questions to our panel of experts and use the opportunity
for further discussion.
Round Table Discussions | Choose your main discussion topic
and deepen your knowledge in close dialogue with experts by
pointed questions.
Evening Get-Together | Join our evening Get-Together and take
this opportunity to network and make new business contacts.
Or just to relax and round off your first conference day.

For more information: T +49 (0)30 20 91 32 74 | F +49 (0)30 20 91 32 40 | E eq@iqpc.de
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08:30 Registration and wecome coffee
Who is Who | Discover who else is participating in the conference. The matchmaking picture wall
will help you identify who you want to meet at the conference. In cooperation with
09:10 Chairman’s opening
Ricardo Rocha, Head of Offshore Substructures, EDPR

REVIEW OF SUBSTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT IN THE UK
09:20 Foundations in offshore wind – Current landscape and future innovations
• Background on current status of foundations in offshore wind both in Europe and in new markets
• Key areas of innovation in foundation design, fabrication and installation where innovation will
		 be required
• Overview of how Carbon Trust and the offshore wind accelerator is promoting innovation and
		 R&D in foundations
Michael Stephenson, Manager – Offshore Wind, The Carbon Trust
10:00 Speed Networking | Maximise your networking outcome at this event by participating in these
fast-paced 1-to-1 meetings. Get to know the other attendees and exchange your business cards.
10:30 Networking & refreshment break
11:00 Validation of empirical, numerical and analytical support structure models by means of large
scale experiments
• Engineering models for the prediction of the installation process and the load bearing behavior of
		 offshore WTG support structures (tower and foundation) are often only validated by means of
		 numerical simulation
• Large scale mechanical testing offers possibilities to validate these engineering models and
		 also to calibrate numerical simulations. Furthermore, design assumptions and constructive
		 details can be verified.
• Examples of successful uses of large scale mechanical tests for design and dimensioning of
		 towers, transition pieces and foundations are presented
Dr.-Ing. Alexander Schenk, Head of Department – Support Structures, Fraunhofer IWES
11:40 Optimizing manufacturing and fabrication of foundations
• Design optimisation process collaboration with aim to lower cost
• Concept for manufacturing and Assembly explained
• Cooperation and partnership is the way forward for the industry in relation to lowering the
		 cost of energy
• Maturing systems approach
Lars Bender, Vice President, Wind & Energy, Bladt Industries A/S
12:20 Networking luncheon
13:50 Panel Discussion | Emerging Markets: Locations beyond Europe are embracing Offshore wind.
In these emerging markets, there are a number of challenges such as environmental, supply chain,
policy & regulators etc. A panel discussion to discuss these challenges and reflect on the
approach to substructure design for these locations.
Úna Brosnan, Business & Strategy Development Manager- Offshore Wind, Atkins Global
Panelists: Speakers of the day

CONFERENCE DAY ONE | 19 FEBRUARY 2019
SUBSTRUCTURES REVEALED: AN IN-DEPTH LOOK INTO
FOUNDATIONS AVAILABLE FOR OFFSHORE WIND
14:30 East Anglia ONE project update and foundations focus
• EA1 Project Intro and Update
• Fabrication of EA1 foundations
• Installation of EA1 foundations
• Design of EA1 foundations
• Iberdrola / SPR future projects and foundation types
Nick Williams, Lead Project Manager, Scottish Power Renewables
15:10 Current practices and issues of foundation design and construction for offshore wind in China
• Key design requirements and problems from the current code
• Load calculations and iterations between the OEM and the designer
• Case studies
• Issues and possible solutions
Endi Zhai, General Manager, Offshore Division, Goldwind
15:50 Networking & refreshment break
16:20 New concepts - Gravity tripod, more than simple cost savings
• Expediting offshore construction time with unique production process
• Reduced seabed and installation risk, as well as impact on marine life
• Reduced installation risks
• Lower unit cost and reduced construction period
Matt Bleasdale, Director, OWLC

EMERGING TECHNOLOGY: JACKET FATIGUE TESTING
17:00 Fatigue testing of Jacket Node Structures
• Need for fatigue testing of jacket nodes to reflect modern welding practices
• Comparison of OCAS accelerated testing methodology with traditional hydraulic methods
• Comparison of manual and robotic/ automated welding methodology
• Discussion of preliminary results
James Sinfield, Technology Acceleration Manager, Carbon Trust
17:40 Large scale testing in wind offshore
• Past large scale validation projects
• Scale effects
• Leveraging effects
• Future projects
Daniel Bartminn, Senior Manager Structural Design, Innogy
18:20 Closing remarks by Ricardo Rocha and end of conference day one
18:40 Evening Get-Together | Meet in the hotel lobby and join our evening event! Meet with your peers
and introduce yourself to new business contacts. Take the time to relax after the first day of
the event and discuss new findings.

For more information: T +49 (0)30 20 91 32 74 | F +49 (0)30 20 91 32 40 | E eq@iqpc.de
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09:00 Registration and welcome coffee
09:15 Chairman’s opening
Ricardo Rocha, Head of Offshore Substructures, EDPR

INSTALLATION TECHNOLOGY CONSIDERATIONS FOR ENSURING
ROBUST PROJECT EXECUTION
09:30 EPCI – The pitfalls and possibilities
• What is EPCI and why should I care?
• Key opportunities for EPCI success
• What are the main difficulties in an EPCI project?
• How can I maximize the potential of collaborations to make the most of an EPCI consortium?
Luke Fussell, Senior Engineer, LICenergy
10:10 Limited new installation and connection technologies; what issues can be tackled
• Updates on BLUE Piling technology
• Underwater noise reduction and fatigue reduction of BLUE Piling
• BLUE wedge connection
• Safe and faster installation while improving the LCOE with a new connection
Jasper Winkes, Director & Founder, Fistuca BV
10:50 Networking and refreshment break
11:20 Interactive Round Table Discussions | Exchange your topic related experiences at a round table
and develop new ideas while moving from table to table in small groups.
Table A | Condition monitoring and lifecycle management – Luke Fussell
Table B | Offshore logistics and installation planning
Table C | New connections: (Double) Slip joint vs BLUE wedge
Table D | New global market challenges
Participants return to the main plenary room to hear the discussion leaders summarizing the main
topics and conclusions of their round tables.
12:00 Networking luncheon

ADVANCEMENTS PAVE THE WAY FOR NEW FRONTIERS
13:20 Design challenges for offshore monopile substructures in earthquake regions
• Current markets with seismic relevance
• Challenges in the monopile design process
• Structural design aspects and load determination for underneath mudline
• Steel design and fabrication aspects
Walid Al Otaib, Head of Offshore Design Department, Jörss-Blunck-Ordemann-GmbH
Frank Ostermann, Head of Offshore Loads & Structural Dynamics, Jörss-Blunck-Ordemann-GmbH

CONFERENCE DAY TWO | 20 FEBRUARY 2019

14:00 Investigate scour strategies on monopiles
• Structural health monitoring systems for offshore wind turbines
• New concept approach soon to be deployed
• How substructure design is considered at front end to avert potential challenges
Victoria Gómez Ruiz, Project Manager Offshore Foundations, Vattenfall
14:40 Networking and refreshment break
15:10 Case Study | Update on Suction Pile Foundation: How the fastest installation was achieved
• Merging installation and design for Aberdeen Offshore Wind Farm
• From concept to execution, how speed and agility correlates to cost savings
• Future opportunities in substructure design for silent installation
Ben Wysome, Head of Department, London Offshore Wind, Ramboll

PROTECTION OF CURRENT SYSTEMS
15:50 How can European experience on foundation design can be adopted for Asia?
• The Asia offshore wind market is growing yearly
• What are the important factors for the Asia Market
• COWI‘s observations on the foundation design trends
• Future of offshore wind foundation in Asia
Ting Sie Chui, Technical Director, COWI
16:20 Influence of 2nd bending on jacket structures
• Influence of 2nd bending on fatigue damage
• Quantification of influence of clash with 6P
• Identification of mitigation and application to projects
Dan Butterworth, Head of Section, Renewables Certification, DNV GL
17:00 Closing remarks by Ricardo Rocha and end of conference day two

A

		 RESEARCH AND INNOVATION ACTIVITIES THAT THE OFFSHORE
		 WIND INDUSTRY CONSIDERS RELEVANT FOR FURTHER
		DEVELOPMENT
17:45
		
19:45

Explore how this idea could potentially stand as the basis of joint industry collaboration.

		 • Wind industry partnerships can foster better understanding
		 • Monitoring and inspection requirements for commercial floating wind power projects
		 • Develop a risk-based approach to monitoring and inspection regimes
		
Athanasios Kolios, Professor in Risk and Asset Management, University of Strathclyde

For more information: T +49 (0)30 20 91 32 74 | F +49 (0)30 20 91 32 40 | E eq@iqpc.de
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WORKSHOP DAY | 21 FEBRUARY 2019

Join our interactive workshops and benefit from in-depth sessions, hosted by selected industry experts. Industry experts will share their expertise with a limited group of peers. Our workshop leaders provide in-depth
knowledge and will actively foster open exchange and discussion to help you face challenges, discover solutions, and make decisions crucial to business excellence.
08:45 Registration and welcome coffee

B
09:00

CONTRACTING STRATEGY FOR OFFSHORE WIND FOUNDATIONS

This workshop aims to forge an open discussion amongst the expert community, on the advantages and disadvantages of using different contracting strategies for the design, fabrication, transport
and installation of Offshore Wind Foundations.
• Engineering, Procurement, Construction and Installation (EPCI) in depth discussion on exploring new strategies to employ when contracting and resons why
• Engineering, Procurement and Construction (EPC) challenges and successes and reasons for implementation
• Multi-Contracting and how different project aspects are addressed and what this could mean for the proper execution
Ricardo Rocha, Head of Offshore Substructures, EDPR

11:00 Coffee break and networking

C
11:30

INNOVATIVE WTG SUBSTRUCTURES

Substuctures have evolved a lot since the early days of offshore wind. While some concepts like the monopile have been very succesful and became the benchmark for the industry, some other foundation
types have not been applied much. New challenges have led to new developments in foundation concepts, but not as much as one would be expected in an innovative market like offshore wind. In an open
dialog discover why it is difficult to introduce innovative substructes to the market and see how we can learn from the past to succesfully introduce tomorrow’s concepts.
• Discuss the success and failure of innovative substructures
• Learn more about key-elements of successful innovative substructures
• Get an opportunity to pitch your own idea and/or give feedback on other ideas
Dirk Pulles, Manager Renewables, KCI Engineers

13:30 Networking

D
14:30

GROUND INVESTIGATION AND GEOTECH WORKSHOP

Learn more about biosoil interaction, stiffness modelling, damping modelling and the ongoing development of better assessments. Future developments discussed.
• Pile soil analysis and what that could mean for alternative intatllation and experimental substructures
• Damp modelling and other considerations in geotechnics
• Future substructures in prototype
Moderator to be announced

16:30 End of Workshop Day

For more information: T +49 (0)30 20 91 32 74 | F +49 (0)30 20 91 32 40 | E eq@iqpc.de
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8 REASONS WHY THIS CONFERENCE CAN BENEFIT YOU.
HOW CAN YOU MEET YOUR MARKETING AND BUSINESS
DEVELOPMENT OBJECTIVES?
NETWORKING |

Generate new sales leads: Our event will bring together the industry’s key-decision

1

Ensure that you have the opportunity to engage with the key decision

private meetings / workshops right through to less structured networking events such as

Launch new products or services: Use the event as a launch pad to promote your latest

2

sponsored drinks receptions, coffee breaks or lunches. Ultimately whatever you decide is the

3

BRANDING | Your company can be elevated to a position where they are seen as a market leader.
In a fiercely competitive market you need to ensure that your brand is differentiated from the
competition. Failure to create a clear identity will see your organization fade into the background.

4

can be part of, but we also offer high impact premium branding opportunities for example on

carefully selected media partners at the event, innovative new technology will always

Demonstrate thought leadership: Speaking on the program will allow you to demonstrate
your market knowledge and expertise to an audience of high level decision makers.
Enter new markets: Sponsorship is one of the most effective ways to enter new markets.
It is a great opportunity to research and network whilst gaining exposure to a new
qualified database.

We ensure that we do everything we can to effectively lift your brand before, during and after
the event. Not only do we create a fully integrated marketing campaign, which your company

products or system. With the most senior figures from the industry in attendance, plus
generate a buzz.

right forum; we will support you in your quest to advance relationships with the key people who
can influence the future of your business.

and presenting, you can impact on these buyers. By the very nature of the high quality
of delegate attendance, the contacts generated will lead to very high conversion rates.

makers within your industry. We can create a platform for you to effectively interact with your
top customers and prospects in the environment of your choice. This can range from formalized

makers, all of whom have strong business reasons for attending the event. By exhibiting

5

Building customer loyalty: Face-to-face contact at conferences, and showing continued
support of the market, helps develop client loyalty as well as cementing your position
as an industry player.

bags, water bottles, pens lanyards etc.

Positioning your company brand: Being part of this highly influential industry event

THOUGHT LEADERSHIP | If you think that you should be viewed as a true industry leader
then your need to demonstrate your market knowledge and expertise through a thought

6

establishes your company as a strong brand and highlights your company’s abilities
and strengths. Commitment to this event also demonstrates your capability as a global

leadership opportunity, such as speaking or chairing. This is a highly unique opportunity for your

player.

company to educate the market, and as long as you are credible enough to fit into a high level

Building relations with the media: We have researched the market in order to find

event program, we can position your organization alongside top customers and prospects in our
speaker faculty. As part of this speaker faculty your company will be set apart from other industry

7

attendees giving you the competitive edge required to make further strides in the market.

the most influential media partners. We understand that opportunities for editorial
coverage and developing better relations can be integral to your companies’ success,
so our media partnerships offer additional benefit above and beyond the standard
sponsorship package.

To learn more about the opportunities available contact:
Dmitry Dzirn | +49 (0)30 20 91 32 78 | Dmitry.Dzirn@iqpc.de

8

Brokering new business partnerships: Currently there are huge opportunities to partner
with OEM suppliers actively looking to adjust their supply chains.

For more information: T +49 (0)30 20 91 32 74 | F +49 (0)30 20 91 32 40 | E eq@iqpc.de

REGISTRATION INFO

CONFERENCE PACKAGES
All Prices + VAT

Book & pay until
16 November 2018

Book & pay until
14 December 2018

Book & pay until
25 January 2019

Standard Pricing

IQPC Gesellschaft für Management Konferenzen mbH

Bronze Package

2.699 EUR

2.699 EUR

2.699 EUR

2.799 EUR

P : +49 (0)30 20 91 32 74 | F : +49 (0)30 20 91 32 40

2 day conference

Save 100 EUR

Save 100 EUR

Save 100 EUR

Silver Package

2.949 EUR

3.049 EUR

3.149 EUR

2 day conference + 1 Workshop

Save 400 EUR

Save 300 EUR

Save 200 EUR

Gold Package

3.149 EUR

3.249 EUR

3.349 EUR

2 day conference + 2 Workshops

Save 500 EUR

Save 400 EUR

Save 300 EUR

Diamond Package

3.349 EUR

3.449 EUR

3.549 EUR

2 day conference + 3 Workshops

Save 600 EUR

Save 500 EUR

Save 400 EUR

Platinum Package

3.549 EUR

3.649 EUR

3.749 EUR

2 day conference + 4 Workshops

Save 700 EUR

Save 600 EUR

Save 500 EUR

Friedrichstraße 94 | 10117 Berlin, Germany
E: eq@iqpc.de

3.349 EUR

Congress code DE24805.005

3.649 EUR
Venue and Accommodation
To be announced soon

3.949 EUR

Accommodation: A limited number of reduced rate rooms are available at the conference hotel.
Accommodation can be booked by calling the central reservation number. Please always quote
the booking reference IQPC-Berlin. Hotel accommodation and travel costs are not included in
the registration fee.

4.249 EUR

The delegate fee includes the following services:
Access to the purchased conference packages, Catering during the entire conference, Conference documentation + Evening Get-Together

SPONSORSHIP

Please indicate your choice on our conference workshops:

We have a variety of packages available to suit your requirements.
For all Sponsorship and Exhibition opportunities please contact
Dmitry Dzirn:
+49 (0)30 20 91 32 78 | Dmitry.Dzirn@iqpc.de

Workshop A | RESEARCH AND INNOVATION ACTIVITIES THAT THE OFFSHORE WIND INDUSTRY CONSIDERS
RELEVANT FOR FURTHER DEVELOPMENT
Workshop B | CONTRACTING STRATEGY FOR OFFSHORE WIND FOUNDATIONS
Workshop C | INNOVATIVE WTG SUBSTRUCTURES
Workshop D | GROUND INVESTIGATION AND GEOTECH WORKSHOP
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prior to an event (including day seven), no credit will be issued. In the event that IQPC GmbH
cancels an event, payments received at the cancellation date will be credited towards attendance at a future IQPC GmbH CONGRESS or, in the event of a postponement by IQPC GmbH, a
rescheduled date. If the delegate is unable to attend the rescheduled event, the delegate will
receive a credit in lieu of payments made towards a future IQPC GmbH event, valid for one year
from the date of issue. IQPC GmbH is not responsible for any Loss or damage as a result of
a substitution, alteration, postponement or cancellation of an event due to causes beyond its
control including, without limitation, natural disasters, sabotage, accident, trade or industrial
disputes or hostilities.Regarding your details Please contact our Customer Service Manager
(tel: +49 (0)30 20913330 or verteiler@iqpc.de) and inform them of any incorrect details which
will be amended accordingly or if you prefer not to get information per Fax, Email, or phone
anymore.

PAYMENT METHOD
PAY BY BANK TRANSFER QUOTING
REFERENCE DE24805.005:
IQPC Gesellschaft für Management Konferenzen mbH,
HSBC Trinkaus & Burkhardt AG,
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Occasionally it is necessary for reasons beyond our control to alter the contents and timing of
the programme or the identity of the speakers.
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Can‘t make it to the conference? Purchase the 2-Day Documentation
for € 990,- + VAT

Documentation will be sent 6 weeks after the event
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